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Abstract
In this paper a novel image encryption algorithm is proposed based on
combination of pixel shuffling and three chaotic maps. This algorithm is based
on pixel scrambling where in the randomness of the chaos is utilized to
scramble the position of the data. Shuffling is used to expand diffusion in the
image and dissipate the high correlation among image pixels. Due to
sensitivity to initial conditions, chaotic maps have a good potential for
designing dynamic permutation map. In the proposed algorithm, the plainimage is first decomposed into 8x8 size blocks and then the block based
shuffling of image is carried out. After that the shuffled image is encrypted
using chaotic sequence generated by one another chaotic map. In order to
evaluate performance, the proposed algorithm was measured through a series
of tests. Experimental results illustrate that the scheme is highly key sensitive
and shows a good resistance against brute-force and statistical attacks.

Keywords—Image encryption, chaotic maps, image shuffling, logistic map,
transposition technique.

1. INTRODUCTION
Internet has evolved rapidly and thus the amount of data present on the internet is
growing exponentially. The data shared in the form of text, images and other form
may contain highly sensitive and confidential information. This gives an opportunity
to attackers to exploit the information available at such ease. This has created a dire
need for secure image transmission in public networks like internet. Internet is a
public network and is not so secure for the transmission of confidential images. To
meet this challenge, cryptographic techniques need to be applied. Cryptography is a
tool for secure communication in presence of adversaries.
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The common method of protecting the digital documents is to scramble the
content so that the true message of the documents is unknown. There are various
techniques to achieve this for example compression, digital watermarking,
steganography and cryptography. In this paper we focus on chaos based methods used
for image Encryption. Chaos refers to randomness and it is defined as a study of
nonlinear dynamic system. The characteristics of chaos systems are characterized
mainly sensitivities to initial conditions and other system parameters. Due to this
sensitiveness, the system acts very randomly. The main advantages of the chaotic
encryption approach include: high flexibility in the encryption system design,
availability of huge number of variants of chaotic systems, large, complex and
numerous possible encryption keys and simpler design. This promises to provide
strong encryption without compromising the usability system in terms of speed and
robustness.
The properties of chaotic systems are [1]:
 Chaos based encryption is deterministic, they have some determining
mathematical equations ruling their behavior.
 They are unpredictable and non-linear, sensitive to initial conditions and even
a very slight change in the starting point can lead to significant different
outcomes.
 They appear to be random and disorganized but actually they’re not. Beneath
the random behavior there is a sense of order and pattern.
The highly unpredictable and random–look nature of chaotic output is the most
attractive feature of deterministic chaotic system that may lead to various novel
applications [2]
The organization of the paper is as follow. In Section 2, we discuss the
methodology of proposed chaos based scheme. The performances and analysis of the
proposed image encryption scheme are studied in Section 3. Finally, conclusion
remarks are drawn in Section 4.

2. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we describe all the steps for encryption and decryption of the image
using both chaotic logistic maps. Complete process is described in the following
steps:
The encryption process uses an 80 bit external secret key, the key is divided into
blocks of 8-bit each, called session keys. Session keys referred as:
K = k1k2…..k20 (in hexadecimal),
(1)
Here, ki’s are alphanumeric characters. Thus, each group of two alphanumeric
characters represents a session key.
We use following two logistic maps for encryption [12]
Xn+1 = 3.9999Xn (1-Xn),
(2)
Yn+1 = 3.9999Yn (1-Yn),
(3)
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Using these logistic maps initial conditions for each logistic map, namely (X0 and
Y0) are calculated.
X0 is calculated using X01 and X02 where:
X01 is binary representation of three blocks of session keys e.g. K4K5K6. Thus,
X01 = (K41 x 20 + K42 x 21 + …. + K61 x 216 + K62 x 217 + ….
+ K68 x 223) / 224
(4)
X02 = ((k13)10 + (k14)10 + (k15)10 + … + (k18)10) / 96
(5)
Here ki’s are parts of secret key in hexadecimal mode as explained in equation 1.
Now initial condition X0 is calculated as:
X0 = (X01 + X02) mod 1.
(6)
Similarly, we calculate the initial condition Y0 for the second logistic map,
Y01 = (B2)10/224
Where B is the binary string of session keys. And
Y02 = (B2 [P1] x 20 + B2 [P2] x 21 + B2 [P3] x 22 +………..
+ B2 [P24] x 223) / 224
And Y0 = (Y01 + Y02) mod 1.

(9)

(10)
(11)

Next step is to read three consecutive bytes, these three bytes represent the values
of red, green and blue (RGB) color respectively. Then we perform encryption on first
16 bits of the image using the following formula:
((R)10 + (K4)10 + (K5)10) mod 256, ((G)10 + (K5)10 + (K6)10)
mod 256, ((B)10 + (K6)10 + (K4)10) mod 256
(12)
After encryption of the 16 bit block, we modify the session key using the formula:
(Ki)10 = ((Ki)10 + (K10)10) mod 256,
(1≤ i ≤ 9).
(14)

3. SECURITY ANALYSIS
3.1 Sensitivity Analysis
The most prominent feature of chaos based encryption is its sensitivity to initial
parameters. Therefore, the ideal image encryption should be very sensitive with
respect to the secret key i.e. the secret key should produce a completely different
encryption even if its single bit is altered. Figure 2 is the encrypted image obtained
using secret key ‘A3BB39C4D9E3F2BCD6E1’ whereas Figure 3 is obtained using
‘B3BB39C4D9E3F2BCD6E1’. The difference in images is clearly visible but we
calculated the correlation coefficients to test the difference in images and found that
there is absolutely no correlation between the encrypted images.
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3.2 Key Space Analysis
Since this encryption technique depends heavily on the secret key, therefore we have
to ensure that the key is secure and that the key space should be large enough to make
the brute force attack infeasible. Since, we have used an 80 bit key, the total number
of possible combinations for secret key are 280 making it fairly difficult to crack by
using brute force. A larger key can be used but the trade-off will be in terms of
computational complexity.
3.3 Time Analysis
Chaos based encryption enables secure and fast mode of communication. We tested
the above algorithm on a system running on Core 2 duo processor with 1 GB RAM.
The average encryption and decryption times are shared in table 1:
Table 1

4. CONCLUSION
In this communication, a new way of image encryption scheme have been proposed
which utilizes two chaotic logistic maps and an external key of 80-bit. The initial
conditions for both the logistic maps are derived using the external secret key by
providing weightage to its bits corresponding to their position in the key. In the
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proposed encryption process, eight different types of operations are used to encrypt
the pixels of an image and which operation will be used for a particular pixel is
decided by the outcome of the logistic map. To make the cipher more robust against
any attack, the secret key is modified after encrypting a block of sixteen pixels of the
image. We have carried out statistical analysis, key sensitivity analysis and key space
analysis to demonstrate the security of the new image encryption procedure. Finally,
we conclude with the remark that the proposed method is expected to be useful for
real time image encryption and transmission applications.
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